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Drew Costanza: Grateful to be alive

February is American Heart Month, a time to recognize what our community
can do to prevent and treat heart disease. It is also a time to celebrate the
incredible stories of our patients. This heart month, 61-year-old Drew Costanza
is thankful to be alive thanks to expert medical care at the University of
Rochester Medical Center (URMC).

Read his story »

Advances happen here

Every day, at UR Medicine locations across our region, you’ll find people
seeking answers—seeking cures—seeking hope. And that’s why we’re here.
From breaking down the barriers to equitable care, to making a child’s stay less
scary, see how we are advancing care and transforming medicine.

Learn more »

Can hearing loss

be reversed? 

The most common cause of
hearing loss is progressive
because hair cells—the primary
cells to detect sound waves—
cannot regenerate if damaged or
lost. Now, researchers at the Del
Monte Institute for Neuroscience
are getting closer to identifying
the mechanisms that may
promote this type of regeneration
in mammals.

Read more »

Flaum Eye

Institute opens

new clinic in

downtown

Rochester

Goodwill of the Finger
Lakes and UR Medicine Flaum
Eye Institute – two leaders in
vision care for the Rochester
region – are collaborating to
improve access to best-in-class
vision care in the City of
Rochester. 

See the clinic »

Save the date: Stroll for

Strong Kids and 5K

Sunday, June 4

Let’s gather teammates, lace up our sneakers, and
get moving for a great cause: the Golisano Children’s Hospital. This fan-
favorite fundraiser goes to support important programs that serve our mighty
kids and loved ones. Whether you pledge, walk, or run, it’s a fun event that
makes a big impact on little lives.

Learn more »

Social media highlight

The new UR Medicine Orthopaedics and Physical Performance Surgery
Center opened in Henrietta earlier this week. Read more about the
facility and take a brief tour on the UR Medicine Facebook page.

Good News is produced by URMC Advancement Communications. Direct feedback and questions to

urmcadvcommservices@ur.rochester.edu.
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